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A new application of the ScrewFit algorithm [Kneller & Calligari (2006), Acta

Cryst.D62, 302–311] is presented which adds the detection of protein secondary-

structure elements to their detailed geometrical description in terms of a curve

with intrinsic torsion. The extension is based on confidence and persistence

criteria for the ScrewFit parameters which are established by analyzing the

structural fluctuations of standard motifs in the SCOP fold classes. The

agreement with the widely used DSSP method is comparable with the general

consensus among other methods in the literature. This combination of

secondary-structure detection and analysis is illustrated for the enzyme

adenylate kinase.

1. Introduction

The localization and geometrical description of protein secondary-

structure elements is one of the standard tasks in structural biology.

In the last few decades, a variety of methods have been developed for

this purpose, which handle either the localization (Kabsch & Sander,

1983; Richards & Kundrot, 1988; Frishman & Argos, 1995; Taylor,

2001) or the geometrical description (Barlow & Thornton, 1988;

Sklenar et al., 1989; Thomas, 1994; Hanson et al., 2011). The ScrewFit

algorithm that we published more recently in this journal (Kneller &

Calligari, 2006) belongs a priori to the second group and is particu-

larly suited to localizing changes in protein structure. It describes the

winding of the protein main chain through local screw motions,

relating the C—O—N atoms in successive peptide bonds. An appli-

cation to structural biology has been published in Calligari et al.

(2009), in which the method was used to quantify the impact of ligand

binding on the neuraminidase enzyme from different influenza

viruses.

The purpose of this communication is to demonstrate that ScrewFit

can easily be extended to allow both localization and geometrical

description of protein secondary-structure elements. The method is

based on Chasles’ theorem, which states that any rigid-body motion

can be described by a screw motion, i.e. by a roto-translation where

the axes of rotation and translation are parallel. The corresponding

active coordinate transformation r!r0 for the Cartesian coordinates

of a position vector r is given by

r0 ¼ Rx þDðn; ’Þ � ðr� RxÞ þ �n; ð1Þ
where D(n, ’) is a rotation matrix which is parametrized by a unit

vector n in the direction of the rotation axis and a rotation angle ’.
The column vector Rx contains the coordinates of the reference point

for the rotation, which is located on the axis of the screw motion, and

� is a real parameter describing the translation along the screw axis.

The operation (1) is applied to map the positions of the {C, O, N}

atoms in a given peptide bond i to those in peptide bond i + 1,

considering the {C—O—N} groups as rigid bodies. The parameters

of the roto-translation (1) are constructed by a quaternion-based

rigid-body fit {C—O—N}(i)!{C—O—N}(i + 1), which yields four

quaternion parameters {q0, q1, q2, q3} and the translation vector

t = RC,i+1 � RC,i. Here, RC,i and RC,i+1 denote the positions of the C

atom in peptide planes {C—O—N}(i) and {C—O—N}(i + 1),

respectively. The quaternion parameters obey the normalization

condition q0
2 + q1

2 + q2
2 + q3

2 = 1 and the positions RC,i and RC,i+1 are
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chosen to be the respective centres for the superposition fit. The unit

vector n and the rotation angle ’ can be computed from the

quaternion parameters. Defining t|| = n�t and t? = t � t|| to be the

components of the translation vector t parallel and orthogonal to the

rotation axis, respectively, the radius � of the screw motion is given by

� ¼ jt?j
2

½1þ cot2ð’=2Þ�1=2 ð2Þ

and the translation along the screw axis is � = |t|||.

Another parameter that can be extracted from the rotational

superposition fit is the angular distance between the peptide planes

{C—O—N}(i) and {C—O—N}(i + 1). Defining dðX ;X0Þ =P
� w�ðx� � x0�Þ2 (� = C, O, N) to be the weighted Euclidean distance

between the two vector sets X = {RO,i � RC,i, RN,i � RC,i} and

X0 = {RO,i+1 � RC,i+1, RN,i+1 � RC,i+1}, the orientational distance is

defined by

� ¼ dðX ;X0Þ
dðX ;X0Þmax

� �1=2

; ð3Þ

where dðX ;X0Þmax is the maximum Euclidean distance. We note here

that dðX ;X0Þmax equals the maximum eigenvalue in the quaternion-

based rotational superposition problem {C—O—N}(i)!{C—O—

N}(i + 1), which can be formulated as an eigenvector problem for the

optimal quaternion. As described in Kneller (1991) and Kneller &

Calligari (2006), the resulting eigenvalues correspond to the squares

of the respective fit errors and therefore dðX ;X0Þmax = �max, where

�max is the largest eigenvalue. ScrewFit is implemented in a Python

open-source code freely available at http://dirac.cnrs-orleans.fr/plone/

software/screwfit/screwfit/.

2. Secondary-structure assignments

Secondary-structure motifs are generally defined with respect to the

regular winding of the main chain in model polypeptides, which is

associated with specific hydrogen-bond patterns. However, significant

deviations from the ideal conformations of these motifs are found in

experimentally determined protein structures. This structural variety

can be used to establish confidence intervals for the ScrewFit para-

meters which are associated with a given structural motif. For this

purpose, we analyzed 1027 �-helices and 1336 �-strands from the

SCOP+ASTRAL database (Chandonia et al., 2004), which contains

the coordinates of secondary-structure elements for each domain
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Figure 1
(a, b) Normalized distribution (solid lines) from data sets A (black) and B (red) and fitted Gaussian functions (dashed lines) for � (a) and � (b). The corresponding
correlation coefficients are between 0.90 and 0.96. The two peaks found in B for the parameter � were assigned to �-strand and to extended conformation using the values
obtained on model peptides from Kneller & Calligari (2006) as a reference. (c) Length distribution for �-helices and �-strands found by ScrewFit (black histograms) and
DSSP (red histograms). (d) Distribution of the parameters � and � for two distinct data sets of protein structures containing only �-helices and 310-helices (black and red,
respectively), which have been constructed by combining the DSSP algorithm with visual inspection. The vertical stripes indicate the corresponding confidence ranges
defined in the text for these motifs.
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classified according to the SCOP fold classes (Murzin et al., 1995).

The motifs are taken from proteins with less than 40% identity in

the amino-acid sequence. In the following, we refer to the coordinate

subsets for �-helices and �-strands as A and B, respectively. The

corresponding ScrewFit parameters scatter substantially, reflecting

the conformational variability of the structural motifs in the respec-

tive data sets. Their distributions nevertheless display well defined

peaks (Figs. 1a and 1b) which can be clearly separated for subsets A
and B. Fitting these peaks by Gaussian functions,

gðxÞ ¼ 1

ð2�Þ1=2� exp � ðx� xÞ2
2�2

� �
;

we obtained estimations of the confidence intervals for the ScrewFit

parameters� and � from the respective width parameters �� and ��.

These parameters and the respective mean values � and � are listed

in Table 1 together with the ideal values for model polypeptides in

Kneller & Calligari (2006). The confidence interval of each parameter

was set to twice the corresponding standard deviation,
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Table 1
ScrewFit parameters for different structural motifs from a model polypeptide
(Kneller & Calligari, 2006) and from screening of the data sets presented in this
work.

Motif �ideal (nm) � � "p (nm) �ideal � � "�

�-Helix 0.171 0.168 � 0.055 0.582 0.537 � 0.091
310-Helix 0.146 0.146 � 0.055 0.670 0.670 � 0.091
�-Helix 0.178 0.178 � 0.055 0.471 0.471 � 0.091
�-Strand 0.055 0.041 � 0.040 0.875 0.850 � 0.129
Extended 0.037 0.041 � 0.040 0.754 0.800 � 0.114

Figure 2
(a) Comparison of different secondary-structure assignment algorithms obtained by the 2Struct server (Klose et al., 2010) using the crystallographic structure of adenylate
kinase (PDB entry 4ake). (b) Three-dimensional structure of adenylate kinase in its apo and holo conformations (red and blue, respectively). The upper part of the protein
(residues 113–167) defines a ‘lid’ which opens and closes the binding site. (c) ScrewFit profiles obtained on apo and holo forms of adenylate kinase from PDB entries 4ake
and 1ake. The vertical stripes label the lid region of the protein. The ‘open’ and ‘closed’ conformations are well distinguished by the changes in the straightness parameter �
and the local helix radius � in the residue ranges 115–120 and 170–175, which locate the hinges of the lid.
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"k ¼ 2�k; ð4Þ
where k represents the variable under consideration (� or �).

To develop an automatic procedure for secondary-structure

assignment of a given protein, we adopted the following procedure

after having established a profile of the ScrewFit parameters as a

function of the residue number.

(i) �-Strands and extended configurations are assigned if at least

two consecutive residues exhibit values for� and � in the confidence

intervals given in Table 1.

(ii) �-Helices are assigned if � and � are within the confidence

intervals for at least four consecutive residues.

(iii) For 310-helices and �-helices the mean values of � and � and

the corresponding standard deviations cannot be extracted from a

statistical analysis of data set A, since these motifs are rare. They are

assigned if � = �ideal � "��
and � = �ideal � "�� for at least three and

five consecutive residues, respectively. Here, �ideal and �ideal are the

values for the model structure listed in Kneller & Calligari (2006) and

"��
and "�� are the confidence intervals for �-helices.

The consensus between secondary-structure detection by ScrewFit

and the well established DSSP method (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) may

be estimated by the ratio of the number of residues for which both

methods give the same assessment for a given motif and the total

number of residues assigned byDSSP. We performed this comparison

on a subset of the PDBSelect25 database (Hobohm & Sander, 1994),

which contains 2144 nonredundant chain folds with sequence

homology lower than 25% and which should reproduce most of the

structural heterogeneity in the whole PDB database. The agreement

between DSSP and ScrewFit on this set was found to be 84% for

�-helices and 90% for �-strands. These results are comparable with

the general consensus found among different methods for secondary-

structure detection (Colloc’h et al., 1993; Dupuis et al., 2004; Martin et

al., 2005). The major discrepancies between ScrewFit and DSSP are

found for short motifs (see Fig. 1c): ScrewFit detects more �-helices
of lengths between four and ten residues than DSSP and finds a

significantly larger number of short �-strands (2–4 residues). These

differences probably arise from both the sensitivity of ScrewFit to

kinks and curvature in the protein backbone and from the known

tendency of DSSP to overestimate the length of structural motifs in

such cases (Cubellis et al., 2005). The reliability of the assignment

criteria for the rare 310-helix and �-helix motifs was specifically

verified for two small data sets available in the literature (Pal & Basu,

1999; Fodje & Al-Karadaghi, 2002; see Fig. 1d).

3. Combining secondary-structure assessment and
description

Fig. 2(a) shows the assignment of protein secondary-structure

elements obtained using ScrewFit for the enzyme adenylate kinase

from Escherichia coli (PDB entry 4ake; Muller et al., 1996), together

with the assignments obtained using eight other methods. The

consensus between all methods can be read off from the figure and

the agreement between ScrewFit, P-SEA (Labesse et al., 1997) and

STICKS (Taylor, 2001) is particularly pronounced. This result is not

unexpected, as these three methods use similar geometrical concepts

to quantify the protein backbone winding. In addition to the detec-

tion of secondary-structure elements, ScrewFit can be used for what

it was originally designed for: a detailed geometrical description of

protein secondary-structure elements. This point is illustrated in

Fig. 2(c), which displays the ScrewFit parameters obtained from

crystallographic structures of adenylate kinase in its apo form and

complexed with the inhibitor AP5A (PDB entry 1ake; Muller &

Schulz, 1992; see Fig. 2b). The evolution of the parameters � and �
along the backbone together with the straightness parameter

(Kneller & Calligari, 2006) clearly quantify the structural differences

in the detected secondary structure between the holoprotein and the

apoprotein. More information is given in the figure caption.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a new application of the ScrewFit algorithm which

extends its functionality from a geometrical description of protein

backbone conformations to the detection of secondary-structure

elements. The latter is achieved by using confidence intervals of the

ScrewFit parameters, which are established by analyzing the natural

variability of the standard secondary-structure motifs. The example

of the enzyme adenylate kinase illustrates the combination of

secondary-structure detection and description. The latter shows that

the essential structural changes are exactly in the hinge region of the

lid domain of the protein, which opens and closes its active site.

Paolo Calligari acknowledges financial support from the Agence

Nationale de la Recherche, contract no. ANR-2010-COSI-001-01.
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